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A remarkable courtyard of buildings with spectacular gardens and dreamy views

Principal house and three cottages  F  Terraced gardens.

In all about 10.5 acres

 Clun 1 miles  F  Ludlow  17 miles  F  Shrewsbury 29 miles  F  Craven Arms 9 miles 

(All distances are approximate)

These particulars are intended only as a guide and must not be relied upon as statements of fact.  

Your attention is drawn to the Important Notice on the last page of the text. 





HISTORICAL NOTE

Some 25 years ago, all that existed  on this site was a 

small stone bothy, surrounded by fields, called Woodside.  
Uninhabitable then, but over a period of some 10 years,  

today Pooh Hall ( named by the previous New Zealand owner) 

is an unbelievable transformation with the creation of  fine 
buildings  which were finally completed in 2005.  The gardens 
also took shape during this time and have been developed 

ever since and are spectacular. Whilst the cottages have more 
recently been used as holiday cottages, they could equally 

be put to alternative uses. For example Keeper’s Cottage is 

already in part linked to Pool Hall and could become fully 

integrated, whilst other cottages could provide alternative 

accommodation for family and friends or provide space for 

offices, workshops or studios.  The holiday cottage web link 
is http://pooh-hallcottages.co.uk/. The cottages won the gold 

award for holiday of the year from the Heart of England in 

2005.

CLUN

The historical town of Clun, once upon a time along a major 

drover’s route, is delightful. The houses are full of character 

and the old bridge a central feature of the town. It has a post 

office within the convenience store and tea rooms. There are 
two pubs, a primary school and  two community halls. Craven 

Arms close by provides a wider choice of facilities as well as a 

train station ( Crewe/Manchester to Cardiff line) and the A49 
giving quick access to Shrewsbury to the north and Ludlow to 

the south. 

FOR SALE

Pooh Hall, east of Clun, stands on the side of the hill with 

fabulous views. The current owners, since 2003, have made 

significant additions  and changes. They have built Keepers 
Cottage and fully refurbished the other two cottages all 

for holiday rental purposes. Pooh Hall itself has also been 

rewired and replumbed as well as extended, with a new 

sitting room and bedroom above and a conservatory and 

the link, which includes store rooms and laundry rooms, to 



Keepers Cottage. The garden too has been created, 

along with all the stone walls from their own quarry, 

to establish the terracing and boundary walls. Local 

craftsmen have played a key part in much of the 

detail. For example elaborate iron work has been 

forged to create ornate bannisters and pilasters, 

curtain rails and tieback and gates, with the finest 
and most intricate of all, being the moon gate in the 

walled garden. There remains one extant planning 

consent for the construction of a barn running the 

length of the west wall.

Pooh Hall is approached up a long track. The lower 

entrance is a large gravel parking area with a pair 

of electronically controlled wooden gates into Pooh 

Hall. The higher brick and flagstone drive is through a 
pillared gateway guarded by The  Gatehouse. It leads 

directly into the courtyard and to Pooh Hall itself. 

The striking architectural features enveloped by the 

intrinsic garden are instantly delightful.

The door into Pool Hall brings you into the original 

building, which now is an attractive dining hall with 

a flagstone and quarry tiled floor and a Clearview 
stove in a deep inglenook fireplace and steps down 
to a small store room. The Kitchen has also been 

extended now incorporating a former archway 

that lead through into the garden. Fully fitted with 
bespoke units made by Sherwood of Nottingham, it 

includes a  2 oven gas fired AGA and a Karndean slate 
floor and steps down to a wine cellar and larder. The 
Drawing Room enjoys fabulous views and has a part 

oak floor and a wood burning stove. Off the kitchen is 
the back hall with a side door to the cottage gardens 

and a Conservatory with a door out to the house 

garden. The staircase rises to a half landing off which 
is a bathroom. There are three bedrooms on the first 
floor, off a landing with an airing cupboard and a 
shower room with under floor heating, which could 
be ensuite to the main bedroom.



THE COURTYARD  

OF COTTAGES

The three cottages blend into the gardens and its 

surrounds. The Gatehouse with its large glazed 

arch and front door leads directly into an open plan 

Living/Dining Room and Kitchen. A Clearview stove 

stands on a raised hearth and the Pineland kitchen 

units include a fitted oven and sink and there is a 
Utility Room off. The bathroom is a Japanese Duo 
bath with a large shower head above and also on the 

half landing is a door out on to the top terrace, the 

border of which is a hedge of contorted hazel. The 

bedroom has a panoramic windows along the whole 

elevation.

Three stone arches beside the drive lead on to the 

lower garden. On one side stone steps lead down 
to The Bothy which is also open plan on the ground 

floor with a wood burning stove and fully fitted 
kitchen and sitting room. Off the staircase which rises 
to the bedroom, there is a large shower/wet room. 
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The Bothy
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On the other side of the garden is Keepers Cottage. 
Built in 2005 it complements the garden with its 

stone porch and terrace  and oak door opening 

into the large open planned living room with wood 

burning stove and framed window enjoying the 

views. The fully fitted Pineland kitchen has an oak 
floor. On the first floor is the bedroom and bathroom.
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THE GARDENS

The gardens of Pooh Hall are stunning. They are divided  by 

the buildings of Pooh Hall and Keepers Cottage. The terracing 

on the side of the cottages begin at the top terrace with its 

contorted hazel hedge which is enjoyed by the Gate House. 

The lower garden  below the three arches  is bordered by the 

houses and stone walling with a central  lawn has around 

edged with deep borders and enjoying  wonderful views. 

On the other side of Pooh Hall and Keepers Cottage are yet 

more formal gardens with an avenue of Midland Hawthorne 

leading into a walled garden at the end of which is the 

magnificent moon gate. Beyond is a further walled garden 
with stone arched windows in the wall providing glimpses 

of the countryside. A hornbeam tunnel links through to the 

lawn above, which is overlooked by a higher terrace with an 

outdoor pizza oven and at the far end a green house and 

garden sheds beside the vegetable garden.

THE GRASSLAND

The grass field above and to the side of Pooh Hall as well 
as the small field below amount to about 10 acres and is 
tenanted by a local farmer.

SERVICES

Private borehole water. Mains electricity. Private drainage. 

Oil fired central heating in Pooh Hall and Keepers Cottage.  
Electric heating in the other two cottages.



FIXTURES AND FITTINGS

The fitted carpets are included. Light fittings, curtains, blinds 
and garden ornaments as well as cottage contents may be 

available by way of separate negotiation.

DIRECTIONS (SY7 0JB)

In Clun follow the A488 signposted Knighton, ahead you will 
see the Church. Turn left in front of the Church onto Vicarage 

Road take the next right turn signposted Woodside and 
follow this past the turning for Upper Riddings (right) and a 

farmyard (left). Take the next turn left which is a bye way (on 

the corner) ignore the first track on the right by the garage 
and continue to the next track which is a bridle path leading 

up towards woodland. Pooh Hall is at the top of this track.

A multi map can be found on the website at  

www.pooh-hallcottages.co.uk.   The satnav stops at the 

turning onto the bye way.

VIEWING

By appointment with the selling agent.



Bedroom 1
5.70 x 4.50

18'8" x 14'9"
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Sitting Room
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19'10" x 10'0"

Dog Room
4.91 x 2.29
16'1" x 7'6"
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Dining Room
6.03 x 3.66
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Dog Shower
3.78 x 2.32
12'5" x 7'7"
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2.36 x 2.19
7'9" x 7'2"
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Bedroom 1
5.99 x 3.71

19'8" x 12'2"

Bedroom 3
3.15 x 2.63
10'4" x 8'8"
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Bedroom 2
5.70 x 3.53

18'8" x 11'7"

Bin
Store

Ground Floor
First Floor

Approximate Gross Internal Floor Area

Main House = 1860 Sq Ft/173 Sq M

Dog Shower & Laundry = 155 Sq Ft/14 Sq M

Keepers Cottage = 588 Sq Ft/55 Sq M

The Gatehouse = 1047 Sq Ft/97 Sq M

The Bothy = 564 Sq Ft/52 Sq M

Quoted Area Excludes ‘External Bin Store’

This plan is for guidance only and must not be relied upon as a 

statement of fact. Attention is drawn to the Important Notice 

on the last page of the text of the Particulars
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01568 720159
Wall End Farm, Monkland 

Leominster HR6 9DE

jonathan@bengoughproperty.com

bengoughproperty.com

Important Notice 1. Particulars: These particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should 
not rely on statements by Bengough in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing (“information”) as 

being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Bengough nor any joint agent 

has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is 

entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s)or lessor(s). 2. Photos etc: The photographs 

show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were taken. Areas, measurements 

and distances given are approximate only. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any 

part of the property does not mean that any necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has 

been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been 
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may 
change without notice.  Particulars dated July 2020. Photographs dated June 2020. 

01905 723438
5 College Street, Worcester 

WR1 2LU

threecounties@knightfrank.com

knightfrank.co.uk




